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Investigation of the Gas-Phase Structure
of Electrosprayed Proteins Using
Ion- Molecule Reactions
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Richland, Washington, USA

Proton transfer reactions of ammonia, dimethylamine, diethylamine, and trimethylamine
with multiply protonated proteins generated by electrospray ionization (ESI)were examined
to probe the relationship between solution and gas-phase protein structure and the relation
ship with ion-molecule reactivity. The ion-molecule reactions were carried out in an
atmospheric pressure capillary inlet/reactor based upon an ESI interface to a quadrupole
mass spectrometer. Two types of systems were explored: 0) proteins possessing cysteine
cysteine disulfide bonds and the analogous disulfide-reduced proteins, and (2) proteins
sprayed from solution compositions where the protein has different conformations. While the
cysteine-cysteine disulfide-bound proteins were more reactive than equally charged disul
fide-reduced proteins under these conditions, no significant reactivity differences were noted
for ions arising from different solution conformations. The effect of inlet/reactor temperature
on charge distributions with and without amine reagent was also explored, demonstrating
that thermal denaturation of proteins can occur in heated capillary inlets. The results are
discussed in the context of recent results indicating the persistence of at least some higher
order protein structure in the gas phase. (] Am Soc Mass Spectrom 1994,5,207-220)

The introduction of electrospray ionization
(ESI) to mass spectrometry [1] has provided
exceptional opportunities for studying macro

molecules in the gas phase [2-4]. These new capabilities
also bring new questions, particularly with regard to
gas-phase ion structure and its relationship to struc
hue in solution. Measurement methods reflecting pri
mary structure of biopolymers (e.g., the sequence for
proteins) have been rapidly developed, with molecular
weight determinations, peptide mapping, and tandem
mass spectrometry (MS/MS) finding immediate appli
cations in structure confirmation [5]. Questions regard
ing preservation of noncovalent associations in the
gas phase, while more difficult to answer than
those regarding primary structure, are proving to be
experimentally tractable because they also rely upon
molecular weight measurements [6-17]. Examining the
higher order gas-phase structure of proteins by mass
spectrometry is particularly difficult [18-20] because in
most cases the relevant structural differences do not
lead to differences in molecular weight, although in
some cases arguments can be posed based on the
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observation of buried solvent molecules in protein
crystals and their presence or absence in ESI mass
spectra [9]. The strikingly different ESI charge-state
distributions observed for different solution conform
ers of many proteins [10, ".0-27] demonstrate the util
ity of ESI as a probe of solution conformation, but do
not inform as to whether the resulting gas-phase proteins
differ in any way other than in charge. Some of the
questions which arise include: (1) whether the differ
ences in ESI mass spectra of native and denatured
protein solutions reflect only differences arising from
different structure or charging in solution (i.e., net
charge and charge location), (2) whether a structural
examination of equally charged gas-phase ions pre
pared from ESI of native and denatured solutions
would show them to be the same (e.g., would the same
residues be charged and would the three-dimensional
structure be the same), and (3) whether structurally
different conformers isomerize to the same gas-phase
species after ESI.

One approach to probing the gas-phase structure of
proteins is to examine how structure affects reactivity;
several previous studies that investigated collisional
dissociation and ion-molecule reactions reflect this
approach. Collisional dissociation studies have estab
lished differences in fragmentation between "native"
and disulfide-reduced proteins attributed to the addi
tional bonds constraining the covalently disulfide-
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bridged proteins [28-30]; however, these studies are
not informative regarding preservation of the much
weaker noncova1ent associations that can distinguish
different protein conformations. Differences were also
observed in the collisional dissociation of two ubiqui
tin conformers [24]. The product ion spectrum of
the (M + mY+ charge state from one conformer was
compared to the product ion spectrum of the (M +
llH)1l + charge state from the other conformer at con
stant laboratory-frame collision energies. Large differ
ences were observed in the dissociation spectra of the
different charge states. However, the comparison of
MS/MS data from the same charge states produced
from different solvent conditions (known to support
different solution structures) yielded only minor dif
ferences. Feng and Konishi [31a] have argued that
collisional attenuation studies involving myoglobin
and papain show a discontinuity in the intensity pat
tern where ions from two conformational states have a
similar number of charges, suggesting that gas-phase
conformation rather than the velocity difference during
collisions was the major cause for the dramatic col
lisional attenuation differences. Covey and Douglas
[31b] have measured smaller collision cross sections
for cytochrome c ions from aqueous solutions versus
solutions electrosprayed from higher organic content
solutions, suggesting possible differences in gas-phase
structure. A limitation of all low energy collisional
dissociation studies conducted to date is that protein
ions are collisionally activated under multiple collision
conditions on the microsecond time scale, and it is
feasible that isomerization to similar structures can
occur prior to dissociation.

An alternative approach to gas-phase structural
studies (that can avoid collisional heating and isomer
ization) involves the use of low energy ion-molecule
reactions. Ion-molecule reactions of ESI-generated
ions, originally demonstrated by McLuckey et a1.
[32-35a] have been extended to gas-phase conforma
tion studies by three groups [18-20, 36-39]. Differen
ces in proton transfer reactivity were established
between disulfide-intact and disulfide-reduced pro
teins in a capillary inlet-reactor [18]. Subsequently,
reactivity differences to hydrogen/deuterium (H/D)
exchange have also been noted for disulfide-intact and
disulfide-reduced proteins for reactions carried out in
a capillary inlet/reactor [19] and in a Fourier trans
form mass spectrometer (FTMS) [20]. The FTMS H/D
exchange results also provided dramatic evidence
for retention of conformational differences in the gas
phase for nondisu1fide-linked proteins. Surprisingly,
the inlety reactor HID exchange studies [39] failed to
uncover reactivity differences for nondisulfide-lmked
proteins.

In this article we extend our previous ion-molecule
reaction studies [18] and include additional reagents
and proteins. A major emphasis of the present report is
on the reactivity of protein conformers not linked
by disulfide bonds, and on investigating conditions
for transport through the capillary inlet that are least
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Figure 1. Diagram of the EST mass spectrometer interface incor
porating the Y-shaped capillary reactor inlet. (Not drawn to
scale.)

likely to perturb gas-phase structure. We discuss these
results in the light of the array of apparently conflic
ting results regarding preservation of higher order
structure in the gas phase, and suggest a possible
explanation.

Experimental
The ESI source and the prototype mass spectrometer
employed in these studies have been described previ
ously [40, 41]. A stainIess-steel capillary interface/flow
reactor (inlet) (Figure 1) was substituted for the nozzle
inlet design used in earlier work [18, 42, 43]. The
Y-shaped flow reactor merges two streams of ions [42,
43] or a stream of ions entrained in a gas flow and a
stream of neutral reactant gas [16, 18] to interact at
near atmospheric pressure. Inlet/reactors were con
structed from 0.16 em o.d., 0.10 em i.d. stainless-steel
tubing soldered to a stainless steel post into which had
been drilled a 0.1 em dia. Yshaped channel. A varia
tion upon this reactor, fabricated from commercially
available fittings, has been previously employed to
study reactions between multiply charged proteins and
Hp or Dp [16, 19, 36, 39].

Desolvation of e1ectrosprayed droplets was accom
plished by electrically heating the capillary [44, 45]
with currents from 0-20 amps applied across one
arm of the inlet. The neutral reagent inlet arm was
not heated, and very little heat transfer occurred
between heated and unheated portions of the metal
reactor. Capillary temperatures were indicated by a
chrome1 a1umel thermocouple attached to the outer
wall of the inlet; gas temperatures are expected to be
lower than the inlet wall temperature. Because heat
transfer is much poorer in larger inner diameter capil
laries, higher wall temperature must be employed for
a 0.1 em capillary to achieve the same gas tempera
tures as for a 0.05 em capillary [16, 19, 36, 39].
Additional desolvation was achieved by collisional
dissociation in the capillary outlet-skimmer (OS) region
at capillary biases from 0-500 V relative to the
grounded skimmer. Countercurrent gas flow in the
atmospheric pressure electrospray region was not
employed in these studies.

An ESI source was positioned 0.5-1 em from one
inlet, while the second inlet delivered the neutral
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reagent. Measurements from a thermocouple gauge
off-axis from the molecular beam indicated that the
pressure in the first differentially pumped region was
1 torr with the reagent inlet sealed, and increased by
a few tenths of a torr with addition of the maxi
mum amount of amine reagent used in these studies.
Delivery of ammonia, dimethylamine (DMA), and tri
methylamine (TMA), gases at room temperature with
proton affinities of 205.0, 220.5, and 224.3 kcaIj mol,
respectively [46], was controlled by a pressure regulator
and needle valve (open inner diameter = 0.079 em).
The reagent pressure upstream of the needle valve was
maintained at 1 atm. Based on the flow characteristics
of the needle valve and reactor assembly, the ammo
Ilia, DMA, and TMA flows ranged from approximately
o to 1 X 10-2 g/sec, 0 to 2 X 10-2 g/sec, and 0 to
3 X 10-2 glsec, respectively, depending on the
needle valve setting employed. Flow rates at selec
ted needle valve settings on the capillary inlet/flow
reactor were determined through evacuation rate mea
surements with air-filled, calibrated sampling bags.
Experimentally determined air flow rates were cor
rected for the molecular weight difference between the
amine reagent and air. Flow measurements were per
formed at capillary inlet/reactor temperatures of
100°C and 150° C. This approach to delivery of the
amine reagent allowed the reagent to be mixed with
the gas flow entraining the protein ions downstream in
the inlet/reactor. In particular, the solution at the tip
of the ESI needle was not exposed to amine, prevent
ing its pH from being altered during the study.

Liquid and solid reagents with vapor pressures lower
than the pressure in the flow reactor's interaction region
were introduced as mixtures with room air or with
pressurized gases or alternatively heated to increase
their vapor pressure. Should the pressure behind the
needle valve not exceed the pressure in the interaction
region, diffusion would be the only means of trans
porting reagent to the mixing region of the inlet/flow
reactor, making a determination of the amount of
reactant employed more difficult. Diethylamine (DEA),
proton affinity 225.1 kcaljmol [46], boiling point
56.3 "C at 1 atm was introduced as a saturated, atmos
pheric pressure mixture of air and amine vapor by
employing a bubbler assembly upstream of the shut
off and needle valves. Because we suspected that the
mixture was not saturated with amine at the highest
flow rates studied, we limit our discussion of DEA
reactions to data acquired at flow rates from 0 to
3 X 10-4 g /sec, where we believe the mass flow esti
mates should be reliable. (At high flow rate conditions,
saturation was not achieved, which was evident from
the observation that shifts in charge-state distributions
decreased with time after changing from a lower flow
rate to a higher flow rate.) For each needle valve
setting, charge shifts observed in the ESI mass spectra
were monitored over time to ensure that the amine
partial pressure had attained a stable value.

The mass spectrometer's resolution was adjusted
to be constant over the m/z 600-2000 range to reduce
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the decrease in sensitivity at higher mass-to-charge
ratios generally experienced with quadrupole mass
spectrometers under normal tuning conditions (i.e.,
where resolution increases linearly with m r z). Thus,
peak intensities are expected to better represent actual
abundances than would typically be the case; how
ever, differences with charge state in the optimum
capillary-skimmer bias and detector response, as well
as uncertainties in the mass spectrometer's transmis
sion characteristics, preclude an unambiguous compar
ison based upon measured abundances. Similarly, at
low mjz, protonated amines were observed as reac
tion products but were not quantitated or directly
compared to the amount of protein reacted because
of the widely differing optimal capillary-skimmer
potentials for kilodalton proteins and for molecules of
m/z < 200.

The ESI source employed a sheath solvent flow, as
described previously [41, 47, 48], but these studies
required compatibility of the selected sheath. solvent
with the solution phase higher order structure under
study. For example, methanol denatures cytochrome c
and would not be an ideal sheath solvent for studies
investigating folded conformations of cytochrome c in
solution. Deionized water was employed for studies
with protein solutions incompatible with organic
sheath solvents. Studies seeking an unfolded solution
conformation used methanol or acetonitrile as the
sheath solvent. SF6, employed as the sheath gas, was
particularly helpful in stabilizing aqueous electrosprays
[49].

With the exception of bovine proinsulin (Novo Bio
Labs, Danbury, Cf'), all biochemical samples and DEA
were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis,
MO) and were used without further purification. DMA
and 1MA were obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co.
(Milwaukee, WI), while ammonia was obtained from
Matheson (East Rutherford, NJ). Reduction of disulfide
bonds in bovine alpha lactalbumin, bovine proinsulin,
chicken egg lysozyme, and bovine albumin was car
ried out overnight at 37°C and for 1 minute at 80 "C in
distilled water with 1,4-dithiothreitol (DTI) [50]. The
protein/DTI solutions were acidified and studied by
ESI-MS immediately following reduction to minimize
reformation of disulfide bonds.

Results and Discussion

Considerations in Atmospheric Pressure
Ion-Molecule Studies

Our previous study [18] discussed several important
issues and assumptions regarding reaction studies
with multiply charged ions in the atmospheric pres
sure/vacuum interface region; a few of those points
are highlighted here. First of all, our interface reactions
rely upon much higher neutral reagent gas flows than
do the previous quadrupole ion trap mass spectrome
ter (ITMS)[32-35a] and FTMS[20] studies of reactions
of multiply charged ions. These higher gas flows ensure
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that the reactions proceed sufficiently during the
approximately millisecond ion transit time through the
capillary reactor so as to result in significant contribu
tions from proton transfer reactions having smaller
rate constants than those studied in the quadrupole ion
trap [33]. The higher pressures in the inlet reactors also
mean that the measurements can reflect contributions
due to termolecular as well as bimolecular reactions.
Thermal reaction conditions dictated by the capillary
temperature should apply to the inletjreactor at the
relevant temperatures, as opposed to the uncertain
temperatures at the low pressures of the ion trap stud
ies. Temperature dependencies of reaction rates can
also be explored by varying the capillary reactor tem
perature. Additional interactions are possible in the
capillary reactor because solvent and air are generally
also present. In particular, the influence of solvation on
proton transfer reactions may be explored with the
inlet/reactor approach, or solvent contributions can be
reduced using a countercurrent gas flow, which facili
tates solvent evaporation of the electrosprayed droplets
and prevents most solvent vapor from entering the
capillary reactor. The unique environment of the flow
reactor is therefore expected to provide an interesting
comparison to measurements performed in ITMS and
FTMS instruments.

Under the conditions used in this study, reactions
occur after droplet evaporation and ion desorption/
formation are expected to be complete, although the
extent of macro-ion solvation observed will likely
depend upon the capillary temperature and whether
countercurrent gas is employed. We believe that the
protein ions are sufficiently desolvated in the capillary
inlet region prior to contacting the amine reagent.
Nevertheless, the potential problem of insufficient sol
vent evaporation might lead to an increase in the
droplet pH, potentially altering the protein conforma
tion in solution prior to ion desorption. Although
unlikely on the millisecond reaction time scale, such
behavior could prevent us from observing differences
in reactivity for ions sprayed from different solution
compositions. We believe that such a problem would
likely be diagnosed by the large difference in charge
state it should cause. In particular, solution-phase con
formational changes would not be expected to show
the smooth decrease in charge state as more and more
reagent was added. Rather, they should show a large
jump in charge state when the solution pH was ele
vated sufficiently to cause the conformational change.
Observations of a bimodal charge-state distribution
might occur for droplet reactions. No such behavior
was observed in our experiments, suggesting that de
solvation was largely complete.

The supersonic expansion which follows the interac
tion region also can give rise to potential problems in
interpretation, particularly with regard to the compe
tition between proton transfer and clustering. These
difficulties in interpretation are avoided in the pres
ent study, however, because reactivities are compared

under identical instrumental conditions and we are
only looking for differences in reactivity.

Rate measurements with the inlet/reactor are more
complicated than with the ITMS and FTMS instru
ments for several reasons. Initially, pressure is not
constant through the entire capillary inlet/reactor and
depends on the reactor's dimensions. Consequently,
we report reagent flow rates rather than pressures
as the relevant quantities reflecting the reactivities
of particular gases and charge states. Isolation of a
single charge state in the ITMS and FTMS instruments
enables reaction rates to be measured directly, while
the inlet/reactor shows only the combined effect of
reaction of all of the charge states. There are certain
regimes, however, where examination of the shifts in
the charge-state distributions may still be informative.
One such regime is under conditions inducing large
charge-state shifts, where the decrease in reaction rate
with decreasing charge state is dramatic.

The fundamental assumptions we make in our
interpretation are that (1) reaction rates are faster for
higher charge states than for lower charge states and
(2) that the [M + nl-l]?" charge state reacts to form an
[M + (n - l)H](n-1)+ charge state with reactivity equal
to that of the [M + (n - l)H](n-l)+ species formed
initially by ESI of that conformer. That assumption (1)
be valid is desirable so that the highest charge states
(i.e., those initially produced from ESI of the unfolded
protein) react with the amine quickly enough to elimi
nate any differences arising purely from the charge
state distributions yielded by electrospray of the
conformers. Higher reactivity is expected due to the
greater Coulombic contribution to barrier lowering
for such proton transfer processes. Direct support for
assumption (1) is provided by ITMS rate measure
ments [32, 33]. We have taken care to conduct our
studies in a high reactant-flow regime where assump
tion (1) is most likely to be justified. All proteins that
we have examined show decreasing reactivity with
decreasing charge state, although we have observed at
very low amine flow rates that several of the highest
charge states from ESI of the denatured proteins disap
pear nearly simultaneously. The reaction rates for these
higher charge states are very fast,and limitations in
our ability to control reactant flow rates do not allow
us to observe differences in their rates of disappearance.

The validity of assumption (2) is also somewhat
important to our interpretation. If the ions produced
by the proton transfer reactions are not as reactive as
equally charged ions produced directly by ESI (e.g., if
the sites charged by ESI reflect energetically the most
stable sites in solution, but not in the gas phase),
interpretation of the charge-distribution shifts would
be more difficult. Should assumption (2) be invalid,
bimodal charge-state distributions may be observed
after proton transfer reaction, at least under certain
experimental conditions, reflecting the different reac
tion rates for equally charged ions. Bimodal charge-state
distributions were not observed at an.y of the reagent
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8 + charge state and lower. As shown in Figure 2c, all
the protein ions have shifted to charge states < 8 +,
beyond the mlz range of our mass spectrometer, at
the higher DMA flow. In striking contrast to this

mlz

Figure 3. (a) ESI mass spectrum of reduced alpha lactalbumin
in 5% acetic acid/water with a methanol sheath flow (capillary
skimmer bias: +350 V; capillary temperature: 150 "C). (b) As
above, but with the addition of 2 X 10-5 g/sec DMA. (c)
As above, but with the addition of 1 x 10-3 g/sec DMA.

m!Z

Figure 2. (a) ESI mass spectrum of disulfide-intact alpha lactal
bumin in 5% acetic acid/water with a methanol sheath liquid
(capillary-skimmer bias: +350 V; capillary temperature: 150°C).

(b) As above, but with the addition of 2 X 10-5 g/se: DMA. (c)
As above, but with the addition of 1 X 10-3 g/sec DMA.
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Reactions of Disulfide-Bound Proteins

As a starting point, we examined systems for which it
has been shown that structural differences persist
in the gas phase: specifically, the comparison of cys
teine-cysteine disulfide-reduced and disulfide-intact
proteins [28-30, 51, 52]. Earlier studies reacted DBA
with bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (M, 6512,three
disulfide linkages), hen egg-white lysozyme (M, 14,306,
four disulfide linkages), and bovine albumin (M,
66,430, 17 disulfide linkages) and showed dramatic
differences in charge-state distributions between disul
fide-intact and disulfide-reduced proteins to which
equal amounts of DEA had been added [18]. There
was no evidence of the highest charge state observed
after reaction of the disulfide-intact species ever equal
ing or exceeding that for the disulfide-reduced species
after reaction. Based on those results, it was argued
that increased electrostatic repulsion caused a disul
fide-intact protein to be more reactive to proton trans
fer than the equally charged disulfide-reduced protein.

In extending those studies to other amine reagents,
we observed similar behavior in the reactions of DMA
with bovine albumin and hen lysozyme. Once again,
the highest charge state observed after reaction of the
disulfide-intact protein was always smaller than that
for the reduced protein following reaction.

Millisecond time scale gas-phase HID exchange
experiments using a similar experimental arrangement
have shown that disulfide-bound alpha lactalbumin
(Mr 14,175) and proinsulin exchange deuterium for
protium more rapidly than do the reduced proteins
[36], in contrast to solution-phase studies [23]. The
gas-phase HID exchange behavior may be influenced
by electrostatic contributions that would also be ex
pected for proton transfer reactions with amines. Fig
ures 2 and 3 illustrate the results for DMA reactions
with alpha lactalbumin. The mass spectra were ob
tained at a capillary-skimmer bias of +350 V and a
capillary inlet temperature of 150°C. After addition of
2 X 10-5 g/se( of DMA to disulfide-bound alpha
lactalbumin (see Figure 2b), only the (M + 8H)8+

charge state was observed in the m rs: 2000 range of
our mass spectrometer, and it is Clear from the 8 +
charge state's low relative abundance that most of the
ions have shifted to even lower charge states. Indeed, a
DMA flow of roughly 1/10 that is illustrated in Figure
2b is sufficient to shift the charge distribution to the

flows employed in this study. Purthermore.as individ
ual charge states were monitored while the DEA flow
rate was varied, no evidence of behavior that would
invalidate either assumptions (1) or (2) was observed.
For example, a peak for a specific charge-state ion
was not observed to decrease in abundance at medium
reagent flows and subsequently increase at higher
flows. Direct measurement of ion-molecule reaction
rates in FTMS and ITMS instruments may provide
further tests of these assumptions.
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Figure 5. (a) ESI mass spectrum of bovine proinsuIin in 5%
acetic add/water with a methanol sheath flow (capillary-skimmer
bias: +350 V; capillary temperature: 150 OC). (b) As above,
but with the addition of 2 x 10-5 g/sec DMA. (c) As
above, but with the addition of 8 X 10-< g/scc DMA.
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exchange results from McLafferty and co-workers [20]
present a strong case for preservation of at least some
higher order structure in the gas phase. If significant
differences in reactivity from ions generated from dif
ferent solutions are not observed, we cannot conclude
that the ions have the same higher order structure, we
conclude merely that we cannot see evidence of dif
ferences. However, should convincing differences in
reactivity be observed, it can be argued that they arise
from the higher order structure. We have examined
reactions of myoglobin, ubiquitin, and cytochrome c,
three proteins well known for their conformational
effects on ESI spectra.

The first protein, bovine ubiquitin (M, 8565), was
examined under three solution conditions: (1) a water
solution electrosprayed with a water sheath, (2) a 5%
acetic acid/H20 solution electrosprayed with a water
sheath, and (3) a 47.5% acetonitrile/47.5% H 20/5%

acetic acid solution electrosprayed with an acetonitrile
sheath. A small contribution was also observed in the
ubiquitin sample due to an inactive form of the pro
tein, "ubiquitin t" [53], missing the two C-terminal
glycines (M r 8451). Additional peaks reflecting
adducted sulfate or phosphate counterions appear
under some conditions (e.g., usually at low capillary
temperature, low capillary-skimmer bias). Figures 6
and 7 show some of the resulting spectra illustrating
reactivities with TMA. Figure 6a shows the ESI mass
spectrum obtained for the acetonitrile/H20/acetic

acid solution without addition of TMA at a capillary
inlet temperature of 150°C and 175 V capillary-
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behavior, for the disulfide-reduced protein the (M +
9H)9+ is still observed with 50 times more reagent
than employed in Figure 2b, as shown in Figure 3c.

Similar results are observed in the comparison of
other disulfide-intact and disulfide-reduced proteins.
As an example, results for proton transfer from bovine
proinsulin to DMA are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5,
employing a capillary-skimmer bias of +350 V and
capillary temperature of 150°C. As shown, proinsulin
with its three disulfide bonds intact was also observed
to be more reactive to proton transfer than the reduced
protein over the range of conditions examined. These
results are consistent with the previous H/D exchange
studies and show that structural differences will be
manifested by substantial differences in proton trans
fer reactivity for highly charged proteins in the gas
phase.

Reactions of Proteins with Different Solution
Conformations-Ubiquitin

Our results showing differences in reactivity between
disulfide-intact and disulfide-reduced proteins pro
vided a foundation for determining whether corre
sponding differences in reactivity could be observed
for ions produced from different solution conforma
tions. The solution conformation experiments are a
"fishing expedition" of sorts because it is not clear that
proton transfer is the best method to probe subtle
conformational effects, nor is it clear whether any
or all conformational differences will be retained
under all ESI interface conditions. Certainly the H/D

950 1300
mfl

Figure 4. (a) ESI mass spectrum of reduced bovine prornsulin in
5% acetic add/water with a methanol sheath flow (capillary
skimmer bias: +350 V; capillary temperature: 150 OC). (b) As
above, but with the addition of 2 X 10-5 g/sec DMA. (c)
As above, but with the addition of 8 X 10-4 glsec DMA.
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Temperature Effects in the InletjReactor Region

A major concern in the present experiments is that
thermal denaturation could occur in the heated inlet
during desolvation. Thermal denaturation in solution
has been demonstrated to lead to increased charge
states being observed in the ESI mass spectra for sev
eral systems [22, 26]. However, denaturation occurring
after most or all of the solvent has evaporated would
not necessarily be expected to lead to increased charg
ing, because the charge state may already be "locked
in" and Coulombic considerations should prevent
additional charges from being acquired, The lower
charge states usually produced from ESI of a "folded"
conformation are likely to be as stable or more stable
upon unfolding, at least from an electrostatic point of
view [54], and so a change in charge-state distribution
might or might not accompany a denaturation occur
ring downstream of the ESI needle. To investigate the
possibility of thermal denaturation in the capillary
inlet and possible effects on our experiments, we
examined ESI charge-state distributions (without addi
tion of amines) as a function of temperature. If the
charge distribution was sensitive to temperature, we
concluded that denaturation occurring in the micro
droplet (or before solvent evaporation was complete)
was a possibility and considered these systems to be
ones where particular caution was warranted for inter
pretation of the proton transfer experiments. If we
suspect denaturation attributable to the microdroplet
environment, it is difficult to exclude the possibility
that at lower temperatures denaturation occurs farther
downstream in the capillary after more solvent has

behavior was observed for reactions with ions gener
ated by ESI of a solution in 5% acetic acid/H20
sprayed with a water sheath. Comparisons in reactiv
ity were also made with DEA and OMA; no differ
ences in reactivities were noted for additions over the
ranges 3 x 10-5 t03 X 10- 4 g/sec(DEA) and 2 X 10-5

to 3 X 10-4 glsec (OMA) for ions generated from ESI
of different solution conformations. A small contribu
tion from ubiquitin dimer, (2M + 9H)9+, appears in
the H 20 spectrum when water is used as a sheath
liquid, Its presence under mild ESI conditions is not
unusual [12, 15, 16] but it is interesting to note that the
dimer 9 + charge state disappears upon addition of
6 X 10-5 g/sec of TMA (Figure 7b). Such an observa
tion suggests that either the proton transfer reactions
are sufficiently exothermic to dissociate noncovalently
bound complexes, or that the noncovalent dimers might
be more reactive to proton transfer than monomers
with half as many charges. In fact, this observation is
not general. Proton transfer experiments with ubiqui
tin and cytochrome c dimers under slightly different
conditions have shown the continued presence of dimer
ions with the addition of amine reagents. Such obser
vations may arise from different dimer structures, but
clearly more study is required.
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Figure 7. (a) ESI mass spectrum of bovine ubiquitin in H 20
employing a water sheath flow (capillary-skimmer bias: +175 V;
capillary temperature: 150°C). (b) As above, but with the addition
of 6 X 10- 5 g/sec 1MA.
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Figure 6, (a) ESI mass spectrum of bovine ubiquitin (M, 8565)
in 47.5% acetonitrile, 47.5% H 20, 5% acetic add with an acetoni
trile sheath flow (capillary-skimmer bias: +175 V; capillary tem
perature: 150 or). (b) As above, but with the addition of 6 X
10-5 g/sec TMA.

skimmer bias. Upon addition of 6 X 10-5 g/sec TMA,
the charge-state distribution shifts to primarily (M +
6H)6+ (Figure 6b). Figure 7 compares data obtained
under the same conditions, but by electrospraying the
protein in water and with a coaxial water sheath.
Surprisingly, no significant differences are observed
between Figures 6b and 7b and, in general, for compar
isons between the two solutions with TMA additions
ranging from 3 X 10-5 to 3 X 10-4 g/sec. (Higher
amine flows shifted all of the ubiquitin charge states
beyond our mass spectrometer's mlz range.) Similar
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been removed. (We note that an alternate explanation
for the observed variability of charge-state distribu
tions with temperature has been offered by Fenn et al,
[3b] and discussed by LeBlanc et al. [26]. Jn that
scenario it is suggested that at elevated temperatures
the microdroplets shrink to smaller sizes, causing rela
tively more of the highly charged ions to desorb. If the
latter explanation is correct, then sensitivity of charge
state distributions to temperature would not necessar
ily indicate thermal denaturation.)

It should be restated that for the 0.1 cm i.d, capillar
ies of the length used in these studies, the capillary
wall temperature in the reaction region may be some
what greater than the temperature of the bath gas
inside the capillary, based on previous studies of ribo
nuclease S (RNase S) dissociation [11]. Those studies
showed that a significant amount of the RNase S
complex was observed at capillary temperatures of
110 DC, despite the fact that the complex dissociates
into S-protein and S-peptide at solution temperatures
exceeding 60 DC [10, 11]. While the solution- and gas
phase results are not directly comparable due to the
differences in time scales and solvent environment,
they do suggest the possibility that the bath gas tem
perature is actually lower than reported.

Charge-state distributions resulting from ESI of
bovine ubiquitin in 47.5% acetonitrile/47.5% H 20/5%

acetic acid with an acetonitrile sheath and in 5% acetic
acid/H20 with a water sheath did not change as
capillary temperature was varied from 40 DC to 180 DC.
Above 180 DC significant product ion contributions
from thermally induced dissociation were observed
[44, 45]. It is not surprising that the spectrum for
ubiquitin in an acidified organic solution did not
change with increasing temperature, because the pro
tein is already denatured under those conditions. The
ESI mass spectra for ubiquitin in 5% acetic acid/water
sprayed with a water sheath also did not change sig
nificantly as the inlet/reactor temperature was ele
vated, although previously reported studies did show
thermal denaturation behavior in solution for similar
compositions [22]. We attribute the differences in the
two experiments to the thermal stability of ubiquitin;
Chait and co-workers [22] have previously shown that
heating a pH 2.8 solution to more than 60 DC was
required before significant changes were noted in the
spectrum. It is possible that the gas temperature in
the inlet/reactor was insufficient to denature the pro
tein on the millisecond time scale. Alternatively, it is
also possible that in our studies the protein ions desorb
from the microdroplet in the inlet/reactor before the
droplet can attain a high enough solution temperature
to denature the protein and affect its ultimate charge
state. However, even though the protein might not
denature in the microdroplet solution, it could still
alter its three-dimensional structure subsequent to des
orption or desolvation while still entrained in the
heated gas flow. As noted earlier, gas-phase denatura
tion would not necessarily display the characteristic

shift in charge-state distribution accompanying many
solution-phase denaturations. In our capillary inlet
studies, charge-state distributions were, under some
conditions, sensitive to capillary temperature for ubiq
uitin in water electrosprayed with a coaxial water
sheath. That observation was surprising and is not
entirely understood. The observed charge-state distri
bution appeared to be very sensitive to solution com
position or the condition of the fused silica capillary.
At times when the charge distributions were observed
to be sensitive to temperature, contributions from the
highest charge states changed dramatically as the 0.1
em i.d. capillary inlet/reactor temperature ranged from
40 °C to 170 DC. Consequently, these temperature re
sults caused concern over the validity of proton trans
fer experiments carried out at inlet/reactor tempera
tures of 150 DC (as in Figures 6 and 7). Proton transfer
experiments with DMA were repeated at capillary wall
temperatures of 100 DC. Although the studies demon
strated that denaturation might be possible during ESI
even at 100 DC, lower temperature experiments were
not possible because of the reduced sensitivity arising
from clustering of the protein with DMA. (Clustering
can occur both in the inlet!reactor and downstream in
the supersonic gas expansion. Our ability to decluster
by elevating the capillary-skimmer bias was limited by
discharge at biases exceeding 500 V,) However, no
significant difference in reactivity with equal amounts
of DMA was observed for ubiquitin electrosprayed
from a water solution with a water sheath versus ubiq
uitin sprayed from 5% acetic acid/47.5%
acetonitrile/47.5% H 20 with an acetonitrile sheath, or
from a 5% acetic acid! water solution with a water
sheath under these 100 DC conditions. It was interest
ing to note, however, that the reactivity of ubiquitin
electrosprayed from any of these solutions increased
with decreasing temperature for reactions with DMA as
well as for reactions with DEA and TMA.This interest
ing observation might indicate the presence and shape
of an energy barrier to proton transfer. Formation of a
protein-amine complex may be a precursor to proton
transfer, so that lower temperatures facilitate forma
tion of the complex and proton transfer. Alternatively,
these results can be interpreted as suggesting transi
tion to a less compact structure as temperature is
increased.

Another question that arises is whether collisional
declustering at elevated capillary-skimmer biases alters
the results obtained at lower voltages under clustering
conditions, that is, is the charge state of maximum
intensity (integrated over all amine adducts for that
charge state) the same at different capillary-skimmer
biases for a given amount of reagent? (It could be
imagined that the extra energy imparted by interface
collisions drives reactions to yield lower charge-state
products.) However, under the conditions employed in
these studies there was no evidence that the charge
state of maximum intensity changed with capillary
skimmer bias.
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Figure 9. (a) ESImass spectrum of bovine cytochrome c electro
sprayed from a 5% acetic acid/water solution and methanol
sheath (capillary-skimmer bias: +250 V; capillary temperature:
ISO "c), (1» As above, but with addition of 5 X 10- 5 g/sec DMA.
(e) As above, but with addition of 8 x 10-4 g/sec DMA.

solution conditions studied. Clearly, if there are reac
tion rate differences under these conditions arising
from structural effects, they are quite subtle. It would
be desirable to tallow these reactions over a higher
mlz range [16] so that the reactions can be driven to
lower charge states. Subtle reaction rate differences
might be expected to be more apparent at lower charge
because contributions from the differences in initial
charge-state distributions will be less important. On
the other hand, recent results obtained with an
extended mlz range instrument [16] suggest that at
very low charge states reactivity depends more
strongly on the intrinsic reactivity of a particular charge
site rather than upon Coulombic contributions (due to
the more widely spaced charge sites). Thissuggests the
potential dilemma that too extensive charge shifting
may lead to a situation where reactivity becomes inde
pendent of higher order structure.

Cytochrome c solutions were also electrosprayed at
lower capillary temperatures (down to 70°C) to look
for evidence of thermal denaturation. Thermal denatu
ration of cytochrome c in solution has been explored
by using ESI by Le Blanc et al. [26] and Mirza et al.
[22]. We observed no change in the ESI-MS charge-state
distributions with changes in capillary temperature for
cytochrome c electrosprayed from 5% glacial acetic
acid/H20 with a methanol sheath flow. This was not
unexpected because the protein is rapidly denatured at
room temperature under these solution conditions. As
illustrated in Figure 10, however, changes were noted
for an aqueous solution of the protein in water (elec
trosprayed with a water sheath) over the capillary
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Reactions with Cytochrome c

Proton transfer reactions of bovine cytochrome c (M,
12,231) with DMA, TMA, and NHg were explored
under similar conditions. Solution conditions exam
ined included cytochrome c dissolved in water with a
water sheath, and cytochrome c in 5% acetic acidy'
water and electrosprayed with either a methanol or
water sheath. Figures 8a and 9a show mass spectra for
the protein obtained from the two different solutions.
Spectra obtained under the same conditions but with
5 X 10-5 glsec DMA are illustrated in Figures 8b and
9b. Clearly, the product spectra from the DMA reac
tions differ from one another, but are the differences
significant? Do they arise from rate differences for
equally charged ions or do they reflect the widely
differing initial charge-state distributions of Figures 8a
and 9a? Figures & and 9c show the mass spectra after
addition of a much higher DMA flow (8 X 10-4 g/sec).
Attachment of multiple DMA molecules to the protein
is apparent for both solutions from the broadening of
the peaks. Again, we find that the product spectra
from reaction with ions from ESI of the two solution
conformations differ, but that the differences are quite
small. We cannot exclude the possibility that the small
differences arise from the wide differences in initial
charge distributions, rather than any difference in reac
tion rate. For DMA additions ranging from 2 X
10- 5 glsec to 1 X 10-3 glsec, as well as for reactions
with DEA, NH 3, and TMA over similar flow ranges,
the difference in maximum charge state observed dif
fered by, at most, one charge state for the different

1300

mlz

Figure 8. (a) ESI mass spectrum of bovine cytochrome c (M,
12,231)electrosprayed from a water solution and water sheath
(capillary-skimmer bias: +250 V; capillary temperature: 150 °C).
(b) As above, but with addition of 5 X lO- s g/sec DMA. (c) AJ;.

above, but with addition of 8 X 10- 4 g/sec DMA.
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with a clustering process occurring in the inlet, prior to
the supersonic expansion, reflecting a competition
between proton transfer and cluster formation that
depends upon charge state. Similar observations have
been made previously for proton transfer reactions
using an ITMS [34]. At higher amine flows and higher
nozzle voltages, larger numbers of amine adducts were
observed for lower charge-state protein ions, reflecting
(1) the larger contribution from condensation in the
supersonic expansion at higher amine flows and (2)
that the higher charge states are more effectively colli
sionally activated in the interface, detaching more of
the amine adducts. As noted previously [34] the mjz
spacing of the amine-protein cluster ions is useful in
identifying the charge states of parent ions, product
ions, and impurities.

Reactions were also carried out with NH 3 to probe
behavior with lower proton affinity reagents. A con
sideration in the NH 3 experiments was to examine
reaction rates of the highest charge-state molecules
generated from different solution conformers. For
example, would the (M + llH)l1+ ions generated by
ESI of a solution containing a "folded conformation"
react at a rate similar to the (M + 20H)20+ ions gener
ated by ESI of a solution containing the denatured
protein? These experiments test the following premise:
if there are no reactivity differences for equally charged
ions electrosprayed from different solution conformers,
and we add a flow of reagent sufficient to react with
only the highest charge states of ions sprayed from a
denatured solution, then that same flow of reagent
applied to the lower charge-state ions generated from
ESI of a folded conformation should show essentially
no reaction. Should significant reaction be observed for
ions electrosprayed from the folded conformation,
despite their low charge states, differences in gas-phase
structure would be indicated. Probing reactions with
lower proton affinity reagents in this manner can be
more sensitive to reaction rate differences, because this
approach does not require that we weigh the contri
bution of the initial charge-state distributions on the

mlz

Figure 11. ESI mass spectrum of bovine cytochrome c in
5% acetic acid/water with a water sheath and addition of 6 X
10-5 g/sec TMA. The capillary inlet temperature was 70 "C
and the capillary-skimmer bias was 400 V. Note the enhanced
clustering of the higher charge states.
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Figure 10. (a) ESI mass spectrum of bovine cytochrome c elec
trosprayed from a water solution with a water sheath (capillary
skimmer bias: +450 V; capillary temperature: 70 'c. (b) As
above, but with the capillary inlet at 150 "c.

temperature range of 70°C to 260°C. These results
provide direct evidence that the protein may be dena
tured while solvated in the electrosprayed droplets or
in a solvated form before the maximum charge state
is determined. While the exact solution conditions
are uncertain during the actual ion formation process,
the denaturation must be sufficiently fast to occur on
the millisecond time scale of transmission through the
interface. Importantly, the results also indicate that
denaturation may occur in the inlet capillary, at least
for cytochrome c, in the temperature range relevant to
the present studies. Conversely, the results also sug
gest that higher order structure might be preserved for
sufficiently gentle interface conditions.

Proton transfer reactions with DMA (2 X 10-5 gjsec
to 3 X 10-4 gjsec) were also examined at the rela
tively low capillary inlet temperature of 100°C to
minimize denaturation in the interface. Once again,
however, only small differences were observed for
reactions of ions generated from ESI of different solu
tion conformations at equivalent amine flow rates. The
differences in maximum charge state observed were
always within one charge state. Surprisingly, and in
contrast to ubiquitin, as the capillary temperature was
increased, the proton transfer reactivity of DMA with
cytochrome c always increased. That is, as capillary
temperature increased for a given DMA flow rate, the
average cytochrome c charge state detected by the
mass spectrometer decreased.

Clustering with multiple amine molecules was more
pronounced with the higher proton affinity TMA than
with an equal amount of DMA under the same capil
lary inlet conditions. In some cases, for example, with
small amine flows, more clustering was observed for
higher charge states than for lower charge states, as
illustrated in Figure 11. -This observation is consistent
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10-5 g/sec DMA, while Figures 12c and l3c show the
effect of adding 3 X 10-4 g/sec of the amine. Addition
of amine reagent elevated the ratio of apomyoglobin to
holomyoglobin only slightly (Figure 12), which sug
gests that the charge-shifted apo-protein arises primar
ily from collisional dissociation of the charge-shifted
holo-protein in the inlet, although heme loss associated
with the charge-shifting reaction cannot be ruled out
as a lower yield contributor. It is interesting that for all
DMA additions ranging from 0 to 8 X 10-4 glsec, as
well as for reactions with TMA over similar flow
ranges, the changes in the maximum charge state
observed differed by, at most, one charge state for the
two different solution conditions studied. However,
the actual distribution is significantly shifted to lower
charge states for the spectra shown in Figure 12b and
c, suggesting structural differences for at least some
portion of the ion population. The reaction rate differ
ences are small enough for this protein that their
presence must be viewed as providing only tentative
evidence for gas-phase conformation differences.

In some experiments, amines appeared to cluster
more readily to multiply charged ions from myoglobin
electrosprayed from acetic acid/water solutions with a
methanol sheath than to multiply charged ions electro
sprayed from water solutions with a water sheath. One
might also ascribe these differences to differences
in gas-phase conformation, but this behavior was not
observed in all experiments, and we cannot rule out
other explanations for these observations, such as dif
fering degrees of ion solvation depending on the elec-

Figure 13. (a) ESI mass spectrum of horse heart myoglobin
electrosprayed in 5% acetic acid/water with a methanol sheath
(capillary-skimmer bias: +350 V; capillary temperature: 150 "C).
(b) As above, but with addition of 2 X 10- 5 g/sec DMA. (c) As
above, but with addition of 3 x 10- 4 g/sec DMA.
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Figure 12. (a) ESI mass spectrum of horse heart myoglobin
electrosprayed in water with a water sheath (capillary-skimmer
bias: +350 V; capillary temperature: 150 ·C). (h) As above, but
with addition of 2 x 10- 5 g/secDMA. (c) As above, but with
addition of 3 X 10- 4 g/sec DMA.

Reactions with Myoglobin

The influence of the solution-phase conformation of
myoglobin on ESI mass spectra has been investigated
by Katta and Chait [21] and by several other groups
[10, 20, 26, 55]. Horse heart myoglobin solutions
in H 20 (H 20 sheath liquid) and in 5% acetic acid/
H 20 (methanol sheath liquid) were electrosprayed
and yielded the mass spectra shown in Figures 12a
and 13a, respectively. The 5% acetic acid/H20
solution yielded the apo-protein (M r 16,951.5) [56],
with a very small contribution from apo-protein dimers
(Figure 13a), while the Hp solution yielded primarily
the intact heme-attached protein (M, 17,568.0, Figure
12a). Nearly all of the apomyoglobin in the 9 + -14 +
charge states of Figure 12a (labeled by "e") arises from
collisional activation in the ESI-MS interface at the
elevated capillary-skimmer bias and 150 °C capillary
temperature employed. (These conditions were selec
ted to reduce the number of amine adducts clustering
to the proteins in Figures nb, c and 13b, c.) At lower
capillary-skimmer biases it was possible to obtain good
spectra of the halo-protein with almost no contribution
from apomyoglobin. Figures 12b and 13b illustrate the
ESI mass spectra resulting from addition of 2 X

product charge-state distributions. However, in these
experiments we observed very little reaction of the
ions generated by electrospray of the "folded" confor
mation, suggesting similar reactivities for ions pro
duced from these two solutions. Again, we fail to find
clear evidence of structural differences in the gas phase.
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Figure 14. (a) ESI mass spectrum of horse heart myoglobin
electrosprayed in water with a water sheath liquid under condi
tions yielding a second, higher charge-state distribution, labeled
by"·" (capillary-skimmer bias: +350 V; capillary tempera
ture: 150 DC). (b) As above, but with addition of less than
2 X 10-5 g/sec DMA. (e) As above, but wiih addition of
approximately 1 X 10-3 g/sec DMA.

Conclusions

These studies have applied proton transfer reactions
to nontrapping mass spectrometers using our novel
capillary inlet/reactor approach. We have particu
larly stressed careful control of solution conditions
because most biochemical examinations of conforma
tion are performed with well-characterized solution
conditions. Moreover, we have attended to inlet condi
tions as much as possible because of our belief (now
supported by direct evidence) that gas-phase and/
or microdroplet solution-phase conformation might

gest that the high charge-state distribution arises from
a different solution conformation. This second charge
state distribution provided an opportunity to simulta
neously compare the reactivities of the highest charge
states of both distributions. Moreover, the additional
adducts associated with the higher charge-state distri
bution made it possible to follow the reactions of those
species even when the product charge states over
lapped with the other charge-state distribution (see
Figure 14). These studies indicated that the proton
transfer reactivity depended primarily upon the num
ber of charges, and did not show a discontinuity in
rate for equally charged ions arising from the different
starting distributions. Addition of small amounts of
DMA or TMA shifted only the charge states of the
high charge-state distribution. As more reagent was
added, the high charge-state distribution shifted far
ther until it overlapped the dominant, low charge-state
distribution, and with still more reagent, the adduct
peaks shifted along with peaks for the highest charge
states of the dominant distribution. The implications of
this observation are striking: either reactivity differ
ences are small or no significant structural differences
persist in the gas phase.

Possible effects of thermal denaturation in the capil
lary interface were considered for myoglobin as they
were for the proteins discussed earlier. The ESI mass
spectrum obtained by electrospraying myoglobin in
5% acetic acid/water with a methanol sheath did not
vary as a function of temperature, other than in overall
intensity. Similarly, the mass spectrum for myoglobin
electrosprayed from a water solution (with a water
sheath) only changed in intensity as a function of
temperature and in the ease at which the heme subunit
was collisionally detached. Reactions of DMA with
myoglobin electrosprayed from water (with a water
sheath) and myoglobin electrosprayed from 5% acetic
acid/water (with a methanol sheath) were compared
at 100°C. Only small differences were observed for
reactions of ions generated from different solution con
formations with equal flows of amine, similar to those
observed at the higher temperature. The proton trans
fer reactivity of myoglobin with DMA and TMA did
not vary dramatically with temperature, in contrast
to the ubiquitin and cytochrome c results discussed
earlier.
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trospray conditions. Clearly, this observation warrants
further study.

It is also apparent from Figure 12 that heme reacts
with DMA to form (heme' DMA + H)+ and (heme'
2DMA + H)+. Similarly, (heme' TMA + H)+, (heme
. 2TMA + H)+, and (heme' 3TMA + H)+ were
observed when TMAreactions were investigated. More
study is needed to establish whether the observed
heme-amine adducts arise from reaction of amines
with free heme " or (heme + H)+, whether they are a
reaction product of the heme-protein, or a combination
of the two pathways.

Sometimes additional peaks corresponding to a sec
ond charge-state distribution were observed in the
ESI mass spectra of myoglobin in water with a
water sheath in the m/z 650-1200 region, as shown in
Figures 12a and 14a. The observation of this second
distribution appears to depend on the solution or fused
silica capillary conditions. The second charge distribu
tion/ labeled by "e" in Figure 14, yields peaks for
apomyoglobin and additional adduct peaks associated
with each charge state at approximately (M + 272 +
nH)n+, (M + 561 + nH)n+, and (M + 883 + nH)n+.
This example is unusual in that the second, higher
charge-state distribution frequently has more adducts
associated with it than the dominant, lower charge
state distribution. This is in contrast to the typical
observation that lower charge states carry more coun
terion adducts because they experience lower energy
collisions in the interface. The observation could sug-
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be perturbed by higher inlet temperatures. The pres
ent results suggest that thermal denaturation effects
observed in the capillary interface are worthy of con
sideration in future conformation studies and may also
be of note for some noncovalent interaction work. The
present results also serve to highlight the complex
ity of the processes contributing to determining the
charge-state distribution observed in ESI-MS.

Based on these studies, we find only tentative
evidence suggesting that higher order structure in
nondisulfide linked proteins are preserved in the gas
phase. Indeed, in most cases the results are more
suggestive of the absence of significant structural dif
ferences. The absence of more definitive differences in
most cases raises the question as to whether the proton
transfer reactions employed are a sensitive probe of
higher order structural differences. As mentioned ear
lier, however, it is not dear that proton transfer is
the best method for probing gas-phase higher order
structure, or even that multiple collisions with amine
reagent do not perturb any surviving higher order
structure. It is interesting that an inlet/reactor H/D
exchange study [39]also failed to see the differences in
reactivity demonstrated in the FTMS work [20], sug
gesting that further comparisons of both high and low
pressure reactions may be of interest. For example, it
has been argued that H/D-isotope exchange in gaseous
ion-molecule reactions occurs as a multistep reac
tion involving proton transfers and rearrangements in
long-lived activated ion-molecule complexes [57-59].
The shorter time scale and multiple collisions involved
in the inlet/reactor experiments could alter the com
petition between various reaction pathways, yielding
results that differ from those of the FIMS experiments.
The strikingly similar reactivities observed in this work
for apomyoglobin and heme-intact myoglobin suggest
that the structures for these species may be similar in
the gas phase for our interface conditions. We have
earlier speculated on the role of Coulombic forces in
causing structural differences to be manifested as dif
ferent charge-state distributions. It is also possible that
due to our need to shift the charge-state distribution to
a large extent, we reduce the role of Coulombic contri
butions to a level that is insignificant in defining the
effective proton affinities of charge sites. Clearly, com
parisons of high and low pressure reactions and with
species of lower proton affinity will be of further inter
est. Finally, the present study provides the first direct
evidence of denaturation during the electrospray pro
cess and prior to the point at which charge state is
determined. Such processes may be a Significantfactor
in our failure to observe greater differences in reactiv
ity, possibly even at lower temperatures.
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